Ready for one of the most rewarding summers of your life? Here is what
previous Summer Staff had to say about thier time at Black Rock Retreat.

Experience:
“I learned what it means to bear each other’s burdens and enter into people’s hurt/
struggle/weakness and love them right there, being the hands and feet of Jesus in
that situation. Black Rock has taught me about the importance of affirmation and
encouraging each other; it is more than just an optional extra.”
– Ella (Junior Counselor)
“Black Rock has helped me learn how to adjust to any and every situation. While being
a counselor, I learned how to keep 10 kids entertained in any and all situations and
this year on Program Staff it was really cool to learn how to be behind the scenes.
Serving in areas that I never knew were needed was eye opening in helping me to see
how a ministry is run from the start to finish process.”
– Lauren (Program Assistant)

Grow:

“Summer camp was huge in growing my leadership skills. Being responsible for
getting 100 kids to make something functional every week was a challenge that grew
me a lot. In addition to crafts, being willing to speak in front of groups, dress up, and
do other things outside my comfort zone were great ways for me to serve and grow.”
– Jasmine (Crafts Director)
“My leadership skills were developed in many ways at Black Rock. I learned how to
lead in loving ways even if that doesn’t always make me the favorite counselor. I was
challenged to discipline more effectively, and make sure rules were being followed.”
– Morgan (Senior Counselor)
“I learned to be confident in my teaching abilities, to be wise in prayer, to not
underestimate myself due to my age, to selflessly serve, and to believe in my own
leadership ability through Christ.”
– Joy (Junior Counselor)

Reconnect:
“I learned how much I value true and authentic and genuine Christian community.”
– Matt (Senior Counselor)
“I learned and felt the value of Christian community in my position. I usually had the
freedom to reach out and connect with any staff member if desired.”
– Lindsay (Health Care Manager)
“This has been an amazing experience of community in faith. It’s a small slice of
heaven. I have been able to partake in something many will never experience. The
strength in our staff is amazing.”
– Ivan (Senior Counselor)
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